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Abstract. In this paper we obtain the following two results about one-dimensional tesst:llation 
automata. (1) There is a class of one-dimensional monogenir cellular automata 1 Zth an arbitrary 
neighborhood size and arbitrary number of states wher;? any pattern is abvays decomposed into 
atomic pieces leaving no lvesidue. (2) For any positive integer q there exists a one-dimensional 
strongly connected tessellation automaton with q states even if we put the restriction that available 
parallel transformation must be bijective mappings on the set of finite configurations. 
1. troductim 
It is demonstrated in thre literature [l-3] that a dezomposition phenomenon can be 
seen in a monogenic tessellation automata. That ii%, if one places any finite pattern 
into some monogenic tessellation spface the pattern will decompose into atomic 
‘pieces’ in a uniform way,,, and in some cases will leave a ‘residue’. By monogenic, we 
mean that only one globial map is allowed for the transformation that specifies the 
tessellation automaton ali: hand. The residue will remain situated in the same cells as 
the transformation is further applied repeatedly. However, if one alters the trans- 
formation momentarily, the residue dissolves into the atomic pieces as well. The first 
result we verify in this p;aper is that there is a class of one-dimensional monogenic 
cellular automata with an arbitrary number of states and with arbitrary neighbor- 
hood size where any pattern is always decomposed into atomic pieces, leaving no 
residue (Theorem 13 ancI 14). Tlle form of the atomic pieces are tjetermined &,y the 
state set and by the neighblorhood index. 
In the monogenic tessellation automaton, each cell works simultaneously accord- 
ing to the same transition function. So, once a configuration becomes u 
uniformity fwill remain in a tessellation ace during successive a 
transformation. In so on 
at certain configurations which are not uniform can be transfol: 
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into uniform configurations by successive applications of a global tra 
The firing squad synchronization problem can be considered to be a 
constrwting finite tessellation a.utomata with the prclperty. In the probE t
configuration v&& is not uniform is the one which zssociates the same 
cells except the general cell and the final uniform configuration is t.iI;: one which 
associates the firing state with all cells. The problem is not zrivi 1 becal se we put the 
restriction that: the firing states are not allowed to appear before the uniform 
configuration is obtained. The tessellation automata, where the decomposition 
Fhen43menon is observed, can be thought of as 1:he one that as the- property 
mentioned above. In the essellation automata, we can initial1 take any finite 
configuration which is not uniform, and we can finall;/ obtain a uniform configuration 
of atomic pieces. The configuration camp osed of atomic pieces is uniform 
in the sense that the finite part of the configuration is the repeated form Df some kinds 
of atomic pieces. 
The decomposition results above lead to a solution of the completeness problem 
[ll for polygenic tessellation automata, namely: For an arbitrary given tessellation 2 
automaton, are there patterns tlhat can never be assumed by the array no matter what 
sequence of global transformations i  applied to a certain canonical initial pattern? 
When such a pattern does not c:&t, the tessellation automaton is said to be complete. 
Many results concerned with the completeness problem have been obtain& in the - 
literature: [l-4]. But they deal exclusively with the, cases where any global trans- 
formations that can be defined in the tessellation automaton is available., The second 
result we obtain in this paper is that one-dimensional tessellation automata with 
arbitrary number of states are complete even if we put the restriction that available 
global *ransformations must be bijective mappings on the set of finite configurations 
(Theorem 18 and 19). The res.ults are stated in term!; of strong connectivity, which is 
equivalent notion to completeness. 
a ata 
In the main we employ the definition and notation given by Yamada and Amoroso 
D’ J 
The abbreviation TA is used to mean Tessellation automaton. By a one- 
dimensional, q-state, scope-n ?‘A, we mean TA of the form 
where .X=(0,1,2.. . . , q - I} is the set of states that can be assumed by any cell 
used to name the cells of the o . . , x,) is called the 
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fined as a mappiing from Z to JZ and is used to denote the state of the TA as a 
e image of i un~ er c, c(i), is the state assumed by cell i. C’ demtes t 
gurations with respect o .Z and C. A mapping U= from C” to C is’ called T‘ 
local nwp. A parallel map is a mapping from c’ to C defined from local map CT and 
neighborhood index as follows. That is, r(c) = c’ if and only if, for any cell i E 2, 
c’(i) = u(sz(i +x1), . . . , c (i + x,)). 0 E .C is called the quiescent state. A configuration c 
is called finite if and only1 if c(i) = 0 for all but finitely many cell 1”. 31x1 what follolws, we 
are exclusively concerned with finite configurations. The set of all finite configura- 
tions is denoted by CF. It is easy to see that Cr is closed for a given parallel map r (i.e., 
for any c E CF, r(c) is also in CF) if and only if T is defined from local map ,V with 
4X3 l . . , 0) = 0. We defilrre T to be a subset of T,, where TF denolles the set of all the 
finite configurations preserving parallel maps for the TA. In this paper, we are 
exclusive1 y concerned with one-dimensional TA.. 
To begin with, we givlt? an alternative mechanism to define mq,pings from CF to 
CF, which is convenient :Cor discussions to follow. Throughout the paper, we assume 
k 2 2 is an integer fixed arbitrarily. As is mentioned later, k specifies the form of the 
atomic pieces and is also related to the size of the neighborhood index. 
Definition 1. Let i, j be integers uch that i ~j. (i, j) is an interval of c E CF if (i) Ior (ii) 
is satisfied. 
(i) c(i - 1) Z c(i), c(j::l Z c(j+ l), and there exist s > 1, t 20, a EC -{0} such that 
c(i)c(i + 1) 0 l 9 c(j) = a%‘. 
(ii) j-i>k, c(i-l>#c(i), c(t)=0 for any r>j, and there exists a EE-{0) such 
that c(i)c(i + 1) 9 l l c(j) ‘= ai-i-kOk? 
Let c be an arbitrary finite configuration. Since the one-dimensional array of cells 
is uniquely partitioned into the intervals, we can alternatively define a mapping f 
from CF to C’F by giving correspondence between! c(i) . l l c(j) andf(c)(i) 9 l l f(c)(j), 
where (i, j) is an interval or union of two intervals of c. Through the foiiow-ifi g 
correspondence between1 strings we can define a mappling from CF to CF, which plays 




,oi, NjGk -2, (1) 
[ 
&+i-1 
akOi 9 p0, 0) 
I: 
Cl’01 
a’04 2~i<k-!,~Odj<k, 0) 
E 
a”oi 
a0 i-laoi-1, Z,::<iQk-1, k+l<j, 
[ 
ak+iOi 
aok-la’O’, i’2O,j~O, 0) 
l- 
ac+-lak@-k 
62’0’ I 2<iSk-l, k+l<j. 
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correspondence given by (l)-(6), we define a mapIping from CF to CF, which we 
denote by rl. That is, for any c E Cr, r&j is determined as follows. Let c’ = r*(c). 
(i) Let (Z3 m) and (m + 1, rb be intervals of c. Put q = c(l)c(Z + 1) l l . c(r). If there 
exists [T of the form (6), let c’(Z)c’(Z +1) * l l c’(r) = ‘y. This process is m;pde for al the 
adjacent intervals. 
(ii) For any interval (1, m ) hat remains unspecified by (9, I zt c'(l)c'(l + 
1) l l * c’(m) = y, where q = c(E)c(l+ 1) l l l c(m) and [T belongs to the correspon- 
dence. Note that [; cannot be of tke form (6). 
(:ii) Fnr any cell I unspecified by (i) and (ii), let c’(I) = 0. 
It is easy to see that ~1 is well defined. Note that, when k = 2, the correspondence is
given solely by (1), (2), and (5) 
. Ifc&‘Fissuchthatc(Z+i)=cui,O i s ~,i, for some integer : and positive 
integer J’, and if Lo(c) a I and R&) s 2 +j, then c is represented by 
Tilr@l l l l a,+jo. 
I’r we are unconcerned with the symbols between cyS and cyc, :hen we write the 
configuratio!; as 
Let c E C’F be the configuration such that 
Assume that the cell whose state is the leftmost 1 is 0. Let k = 4. Then intervals of c 
are (0, l), (2,6), f7,8), (%16), and (17,27). From th.1: definition of 71 we can see that 
relative positions of c and rl(c 1 are 
Note that a symbol for TV is written directly below a symbol for c if these symbols 
represent: he states of the same cell for c and 71(c). 
. There exists Q par&l map whose restrictic)n to CF is 71. The neighbor/&u 
index to define the prallel map is Xt-k,2k-2) when k 3 3, and is X~-2,0) when 1. - L. 
Furthermore, these neighborhood indices are minimu(w in size. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is tedious and is omrtteci hel*e. It. involves constructing local 
maps from .X3&+ to for the case with k 33, and Erom Z3 to C for the case with 
rc =f2. 
We now proceed to iscuss how c can be determine from rl(c). Let Lo(c) denote 
state. 
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be 21 nonempty subset of 2’. A sequence of pairs of integers 
, s 2 0, is a framilrg of c E CF with respect to ..4 if the following 
(1) h = Lo(c), 
(2) ti+l=hi+~fOri=l,...,S-1, 
(3) c(hi)c(hi + 1) l * l c(ti) E A for i = 1,. . . , S. 
Each pair of integers tIllat compose:s a framing is called a frame. VVhen (hi, ti) is a 
frame, hi is called the her:zd of frame ‘(hi, ti). 
Let 
Nl = U Ia0 k-'aiO'Ii20,j2=0}, 
UELX-(0) 
efinition 3. A sequence of pairs of integers ((hI, tl), . . . ,, (h,, t,)) is a 71 -framing of 
c E C’F if the following thlree conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ((hl, tl>, . . . , (h,, tJ1) is a framing of c with respect to N, 
(2) ts = Ro(c) + k + 1, 
(3) foranyi, 1SiSs --l,andforanyj>t;,~(h&(hi+l) l l 4 c(j)EN. 
A frame of a ?I-framing is called a rl-frame. 
Example 2. Let k = 4 and let c be as in Example 1. Then ‘~1 -framing of 71(c) and the 
relative positions of crs anld 71(c) are 
where * is placed above tlhe heads of :rl-frames. 
The! next lemma, car] bci: easily verified. 
a 2& For any c E C’Ii:, there exists a unique 71 -framing of c. 
From the example above, we may expect the following lemma to hold. 
a 3, Let rl-framhg of c’ be ((hI, tI), . . . , (h,, tP)). For c defined as follows, 
(i) Let i be zn arbitrary integer with 1 s i <p. Put y = c’(hi) l e l c’(titl). 
exists [; of the form ( )#, let C(hi) e l l C(tj+l) = ?j. is process is 
adjacent ~1 -frames. 
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(ii) I-%P any rl-frame (h, t) that remains unspt@ed iv (i), let c(h) l l l c(t) = q, 
where y = c’(h) l l l c’(t) and [ :! belongs to the correspondence. 
(iii) P;br any cell i unspec$ed in (i) and (ii), let c=(i) = 0. 
. From (i), (ii), and (iii) in the lemma, c and es ran be written a:: 
where [ 7; belongs to the correspondence given by (l)--(6). Let i be an arnitrary integer 
such that 1 G i G j. e shall show that the cell that contains the leftmost symbol of vi 
is the head of an i val of c. This follows immediately when i = 1 or the rightmost 
syymbol f qai_l is 0. So assume i 3 2, and al # 0, where qi-l= al * l 9 al. 
easy to see that, if a # 0, [:;:I: is of the form given by (1), (3) or (5). Hence 
vi-1 = yi-1 = am, for some m, 1 G riz s k - 1 or vi-1 == am, ‘yi = aOk-la’n-k, for some 
m, m 2 k. Pqtrli=bl 9.. bnri=:b’t l l l b:. Then by (3) in Definition 3, !.J ‘1 # a. Hence 
bl# a. Therefore, the cell that contains 61 is the head of the interval of c. From the 
def$tlon of 71, it suffices to sh,ow that, for any t, 1 Q t c j, ~),q~+~ does not take the 
form 60”~‘b’O”, where b E C - [0}, 2 G u G k - 1, and v 2 1. Assume in contradiction 
[hat there exists t, 1 G t c j su& that qrqt+l take the for-m. Then Y++~ ::= 
bO”-$Ok’“-’ in view of the forms given by (1) and ( 5). Then, by (i) of the lemma, it 
follows that qrqt+l = b”Ok+‘, wlhich is a contradiction. 
From 1 -zmrna 2 and 3, we have the following theorem. 
Map rl from C’F to CF is bijective. 
o From Lemma 2 and 3, ~1 from CF to CF is Sur jective. Since surjectivity on Cl, 
impl& injectivity on CF [6], thle theorem follows. 
Let c R be defined as CR(i) = c (-i). We define r2 h*om CF to CF as Q(C) = c’ if an;! 
only if 71(CR) 3 ctR for any c, c’ E CF. 
Let k = 4 and cl == cR, where c is as in xample 1. Then the relative 
and 72(c1) are 
rnal 1 and Theorem 4 also hold. It might be noted here 
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sition phenomena withorlt the residue are observed, it seems to be necessary that in 
to 71 we providc:l aparallel map which is not in the symmetric relation to ‘;P~. 
ecify one more 1::rarallel map :r3, which is defined by local map ~3 from Z*” to 
U3(X--&+lr l ’ l 9 X0, l l l ? X,c: ) = 
0, 
i 
if there exists i, 1 s i s k - 1, such that xi--k f ~+k+n, xi P x,+1, and 
Xi-k+1 = l ” ’ =Xi Z 0, 
= Xi, if there exiists i, 1 s i s rk - 1, such that xd-k Z xi, xi :J& #i+l, and 
Xi-k+1 = ’ ’ ’ = Xi-1 = 0, Xi # 0, 
x0, otherwise. 
r3 is defined to be the palrallel map specified by CT~ and X = (-4 + I, . . . , k). It is easy 
to see that, when 73(c) = c’, symbols for c’ are related to symbols ff2r c as follows. For 
aES-{O},ifc(i-k)#c(i-k+l),c(i-H-l).’ l c(i) = ak, and c(i) # c(i + l), then 
c’(j - k + 1) . . . c’(i) = (p-1 a. If c(i-k)#c(i), c(i-k+l) l l . c(i)=Ok-‘a, and 
c(i) # c(i + l), then c’(i m-k + 1) + l l c’(i) = a ‘. With respect to the other cells, the 
symbols for c are the same as those for c’. Therefore, ~~73 becomes the identity 
mapping on C’, where 7373 means the composition of maps. Thus 73 is both injective 
and surjective on C. So we have the following proposition. 
roposition 5. Map 73 firom C to C is bijective. 
We note here that 721, in the case with k = 2 and q = 2 is one of the nontrivial 
bijective parallel maps on C for binary scope-four tessellation automaton discussed 
in 151. In the rest of this section, we shall verify that the decomposit.ion phenomena 
without the residue ar2: observed in tessellation automata with parallel map defined 
by the composition of ‘r3 and TV. Before we proceed to detailed discussion, we give an 
example below to illustrate how an arbitrary pattern of a configuration decomposes 
into atomic pieces in a specific way b;y repeated application of 73~1. In what follows, 
we denote 73r1 by V, where the composition of maps, r3r1, is defined as 71+3(c) =
7=1(73(c)). 
. Let k = 3. For co = b 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 1 lb, we denote as czt = &(cO), and 
CZt-tl = 737rf(c& so that c2+r= &&), where $ is the inverse mapping of ~1. 
The sequence . * . , c-2, c-1, co, Cl, c2, . . . is shown in Fig. 1, where for simplicity the 
left and right side 0’s are omitted. In the strings for czo, the underlined substrings are 
the atomic pieces and the central substrings without underline are the residues. 
ccXF we ca 
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Fig. 1 
under 7~. In what follows, we shall mainly discuss abilut the phenomena observed in 
the .lat% sequence, i.e., c, T(C)! T*(C), . . . 
Let us define as 
Sr = :ti1u p k-1a20k-1 . . . ~~~~~~~~ 1 a 1,. . . , C!iEZ-{Cl}, rzE 31, i 31, 
Vj(1 G j G i - l), “2j # llj+l}p 
&={O”aTa~-1 *.*O.flal,...,aiE -{O},m21,i21, 
(1 G j G i - l), ai # ai+& 
In what follows, st;rng:3 in 1 or’ S2 are thought of as t e: atomic pieces. Let c be an 
arbitrary finite configuration. Configuration c can bl: represented as 
ql * * * 7/1X1 * l ’ Xi5; ’ ’ ’ 610, (8) 
where ql, l . . , ~1 E S1, &, . . . , &E 1~0, ra0, and ia0. It is 
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tation is unique when i 3 1. Without loss of generality, tEp, cells for x1, . 
representation are assumed to be 1, . . . , i, respectively. When i 2 1 9 
enoted by R.esF(c), is defined to be the configuration as 
e&c) is defined to be d, where 0 denote the quiescent configuration. 
configuration fi is defined as b(j) = 0 for any j E 2. We may think of 
e&c) as the undissolved part of c. Let x1 l l l x, be the longest ‘length substring that 
isaprefixofbothxr- .$*i and a string in &. Sinmilarly, let xs l 9 ., xi be the longest 
length substring that is a. suffix of both x1 l l l xi and a string in. Sz. Clearly both 
Xl l -~~andx,- - xi are uniquely determined. Note that, since X! l l l xi is ch Dsen as 
short as possible, x1 l . l x,, is a proper prefix of the string in Sl and x.~ l l l Xi is a proper 
suffix of the string in Sz. F’or a configuration c which has the representation given by 
(8) with i 2 1, we define kr(c) and RI(c) as 
Ll(C) = l+ (p - l>, RI(C) = 1 - (s - 1). 
That is, Ll(c) and RI(C) are the cells that contain X, and xs, respectively. Clearly, 
MC) 6 Md. 
Let c be an arbitrary finite configu:ration. It will be established through several 
lemmas that in the sequence c, r(c), V*(C), . . . , strings in Sr(&) on the left (right) 
side move left (right) and that strings in S1 or S2 do not influence how the symbols in 
the undissolved part are transformed by the parallel ,map. Furthermore, the length of 
the undissolved part, Ig(Res&(c)), decreases, eventually going to zero. When 
Ig(Res&(c))) becomes zero, we consider the decomposition is completed. By the 
length of c E CF, Zg(c), we mean the nonnegative integer Ro(c) -L.~(c) + 1. 
From the definitions of ~1 and 73, the next lemma can be easily verified. 
emma 6. For any c E CF, 
Res&(c)) = ~(Res~(c)). 
Lemma 7. Let c E C’F be of the form - a2aFcrn+‘)& where al EC - (0}, al f a2, and 
m 3 1. Then v”(c) is of the form - Ok-la:& and Ro(c) = R&T’“(Ic)). 
. It is easily seen that for any i, 1 < i s m, the relative positions of k(c), 7377-l (c), 
and r1737ri(c) are 
(ma + I. - i)k times 
7--- 
d(C) -_alOk-’ a1 l . . aA 
73d(c) - aI0 
k-l k-l alal al - 9 -alO, 
71737+(c) -- alOk-‘aI l l 0 a$. 
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.Forc E CF, letc’= ?r(c). IfL&‘) < Lo(c), t!zen c’ is of&e form 6a10k-‘az -, 
where al EC -{Cl}, al f a2. Furthermore, Ll(c’) > L&c). 
. Since L&z’) = L&-~(c)), Lo(d) <Lo(c) implies 
definitions of 73 and rr, the relative positions of c, 73(c), 
k-l 
731~) ha 1 t22-- Y 
ct = TOTS iia~Ok-lt22- 9 
where a&E-{0}, a&a;, a&a;?. Thus, we have L&‘) a Lo(c’) + k = 
L,-,(T~(c)) + k = (k - 1) + Lo(c) + k > Lo(c). 
e For c E CF, let ct = o(d) B&(C), then there exists an integer m 
such that vm(c) is of the form - a2a f@ where al G C -{Cl}, al + a2. Furthermore, 
I? &T”(c)) c Ro(c). 
. Since &(c’) >&(c) = &(r3(c)), the rightmost interval af Q(C) is transformed 
through the forms given by (2) or (4). 
Case 1. The rightmost interval of Q(C) is transformed by (2). In this case, the relative 
positions of c, r3(c), and 7173(c) are 
C -a&i, 
73(c) --al& 
c’ = ‘n73(c) 
k-l - 
-alal 0. 
et r = I&,(c). It is easil;, seen that, if d(r - 1) = al, then the interval of 73(c) to the left 
of the rightmost one is transformed by form (2). Repeating the argument, we 
conclude that ct is of the form .---a2a:P& where 01 it a2. Thus, letting m = p, the 
lemma is established from 
Case 2. The rig tmost interval of TV is transformed by (4). The relative positions of 
the sequence of successors of c for 7-3 and rr are 
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Let c E CF k cf ‘he form 6a10k-‘azOk-1 9 l 0 a,Ok-ka,+1 ---:’ and ket 
1(c) contain aS+lv where al, .I . . , as+1 E -{Q}, s 2 1, and fdllr any ;i, 1 zg i 2~ s, 
en TT( c) is of the form 
k-1 I . . asO”-‘Qk-’ 
iialOk-'a~Ok-l ‘) l l aSOk-1aS.+lGk-1aS+2_--, 
where a,+1 # aS+2. Furthermore, L&r(c)) >Ll(c), or LO(ksF(dc))) 2 L(C). 
Let Ll(c)=j. If c(j)#c(j+l), hen the relative positio,r;rs of c, ad, and 
71 TS(C) are 
C 0 alOk-’ a20k-’ s l 0 asOk-’ a,+l--_---_ 9 
k-1 
Q(C) Oa:_‘alllz a2 l 8 l a,a,k,i’as+l-- 9 
qr~(c) bal 0k-‘a20k-’ l l l 0 a,+1 Ok-‘-. 
It is easy to see that ~3(c)(j + 1) # a s+l so that we have ?173(c)(j+ 1) # a,+l. In this 
case, L&(c)) 2 j+ l> j = Ll(c). On the other hand, if c(j) = c(j + 1), then the 
relative positions are 
C 0 alOk-’ aZOk* l l l aSOk-’ a,+l---- 9 
73(c) ba:%la~-’ a2 
TOTS bal 0k*-la20k-’ 
. l l a,Ok-‘a:,l -9 
0 9 9 0 Ok-‘a:+l-, 
where ai+1 = a,+1 or a:+, = 0. In this case, &(Res&(c))) aj = I!;&). 
Le l Let c E CF be of the form - as+la: l * l &, and 5et R!l(c) contain aS+l, 
where al, . . . , a=+1 E 2’ -(lo}, s 2 I, and for any i, 1 s t G S, ai # ai+ 1. Then there exists 
an integer m such that Y”‘(C) is of the 
or 
k k 
-as+2as+h 9 9 l a:b, 
where as+1 # aS+2. Furthermore, Rl(rr”‘(c)) <RI(C), or R&bSF(vJ’(c))) =G 
Case 1. Integer j is the head of an inte:rval of 73(c). In this case, W(C) 
form kp k ---as+2as+~as l 9 * u# by the same argument as the one in 
a 9, where a,+1 f aS+2. Then by a similar argument o the proof o 
= tp9 “(c) is of the for 
~k-‘a,k+lO(k-‘)(“-‘)a,k . . . 
. 
WI 
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Case 2. Integer j is net the head of sny interval of Q(C). The relative positions of 
ct T.(C), and 7=173(c) are 
k-l 
C n,+l.a, a, 9 l l 4 '-la,& 
r&*) a,,lOk-* a, . l . Ok-‘o$, 
v=3(c) 
Ok-’ asa:-’ . . . ala ‘;-lo. 
In this case, we have o(Resa(v(c j)) s I% l(c j. 
Lem;na qj togcznel with Lemma 6, says t at, if the undissolved part of a 
configuratisn c grows to the left. as 7~ is applied, it takes the form &zlO”-‘az -. Hence 
by repeated applicaticn of Lemma 10 we can conclude that, once the form is 
constructed, in the sequence c, *r(c), r2(c), . . . it grows to the right to c stain a string 
in CF!. We also have a similar statement from Lemma 9 and Il. Mores formally we 
have the next lemma. 
. For u y c E CF with ResF(c j # b, ihere exists a nonnegative Meger m such 
that ig(lces&) > Ig(Res&” (c)j). 
‘roof. If there exists a nonnegative integer t such that Lo(Res&‘(c))) > 
&(Res&#+l(c))) or .Ro(Res&r’(c))) < &(Res&r’--l(c))), then from Lemma 6, 8 
and 9, and by repeated application of Lemma 10 and 11, there exists a nr.)nnegative 
integer m such that Ig(Resp(c))> lg(Res&r”(c)j) On the other hai!d, if there 
exists t such that Lo(Res&‘(c))) C IJRes&/(c))) or ,Ro(Res&‘(cj)) > 
&(Res&?*(cj)), then the lemma holds clearly. So we suppose in contr 
that, for any positive integer )t, Lo(ResF(c)) = L&?es&/(c))) and Ro(ResF(cj) = 
&(Res&(c))). From the latter equation, it is ea!;y to see that, for any positive 
inregcr t, the rightmost interval of r3(ResF(&))! is transformed through the form 
given D_J (5) with i 3 1, where i is as in (5). Therefore, for any t > 0, there exists i 3 1 
such t’fiat &Ies&rr(c)j) is of the form 
k+i- --a2al 0, 
where rl I E .2I - (0) a1 # ~22. Then T~Q( es&$(c)]) = Res&?(cj) is of the form 
---51&O k -‘ai 6. ence, 7J?:es&r”-‘(c))) can nclt have the form given by (9), 
where j is the greatest integer not greater than i/k. ‘This is a contradiction. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 12, we Slave trglle next theorem. 
r any c E CF, there exists a non negative integer VI such that 
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completed in V”(C). e have arbitrarily chosen integer k wh:ich determines the 
forms of strings i S1 and S2. From Lemma 1 and the definition of u39 if k 2 3, t 
the neighborhoods of size Sk - 1 and size 2k to realize: 7-1 and 73, respec- 
ho ad of size 5 k - 2 is necessary to realize ?;: because W- is the 
can establish similar results corresponding to the lemmas and the theorem, 
ned so fax, for the sequence of predecessors of any c E C’F, i.e., c, V-~(C), 
?P(c), . . e . ere we only present he result for it. Let us recall that cR is defined as 
cR(i) = c(-i). The backward residue of c, denoted by ResB(c), is defined as 
R.es&) = (ResF(cR))R. 
Corresponding to Theo,rem 14, we c’an verify the next theorem, 
, there exists a nonnegative integer m such that 
Before ending this section, we present he following statement without proof. That 
is, (4) and (6) can be replaced by (4)’ and (6)’ below, respectively, to obtain Theorem 








a‘d 9 2~i~k-l,k+l~j. (6)’ 
3. Strong connectivity for tessellation automata with i jective l~b~~a~~e~ ma 
A tessellation automaton with set T of parallel maps is defined to be strongly 
connected if for any c, c’ -with c P tj, c’ # 6, there exists 5 E T* such that p(c) = c’, 
where T* le null string is denoted by A. In this section, we shlnw that 
TA whose parallel maps are bijective on C’r is strongly connected. 
Let 7~ be defined as #rR(c) =c’ if and only if c(i) = c’(i i- 1) for any i E Z. Similarly, 
7L is defined as rr,(c) =: c’ if and only if c(i) = c’{i - 1) for any i E 2. The next two 
lemmas were verified in [2]. 
W Let k = 2 a,nd let cl, c2 E CF. If there exists ‘r E (~1, ~2) such that T(Q) = CZ, 
then there exists k E (~1, ~2, TL, TR}+ mch that S(Q) = cl. 
Although Lemma 15 holds with.out any rr:striction on k, we will not lese this 
result here. 
The next lemma can be easily verified. 
. Let al, a-1 EX+ be s :h that lg(4 = zg(04 = 1. d”hmt!e that, if rhelw 
(1, -1) and .x1 l l l xs E ‘+ such that XI . l l XI =CX, arvd x,-,1+1 9 * 9 xs 72 a 
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then theire xists y 1 l * . y, E 2’ such that yl l l l yi = CY._, and y, -1+1 * l 9 y, = a--b. Tkn 
the next equation defines Q mapping T on C. 
7(c)(i) l l . 7(c)(i+I- l)= ‘y-U 
1 
if c(i) . **c(i-k14)=cu,, 
c(i) l l l c(i + I -- I), otherwise. 
Furthermore, the following three statements hold : 
(i) 7-l = 7. That is, the inverse of a is a, 
(ii) 7: C + C is a bijectiors, 
(iii) there exists a local map: S21-l +C that, toiqether with neighborhood index 
(-~+I,I-I), defines i. 
Note that, when s 3 21, the condition of the lemma is satisfied trivially. In what 
follows, let us denote the mapping defined in Lemma 16 by [:‘,I. 
The next lemma is established in [6]. 
0 ljf Q paml!?’ map T: C + C is isjective, then 7: C’F + C’F is surjective, where 
b? T: C’F+ C’F we meajz the mapping obtained from T: C + C by restricting both the 
domain C and the range C to CF. 
We denote by TFB the set of all the surjective parallel maps from CF to CF that can 
be defined from the neighborhood index at hand. Since it has been verifk-i in [6] that 
surjectivity of r: C+ Cr implies injectivity of it, any mapping in TFB is a bijective 
mapping from CF to CF. Let usI denote the number of elements in C by 1x1. 
ewe . If IIEI = 2, then TA (Z,2, X (-7,7), T& is strong/y connected. 
. Let q,72,73 be the parallel maps with k = 2. Let Tl be the set of the parallel 
t can be defined in the *way des ed in Lemma 16 for any cq and CX-1 in th 2 
re the neighborhood index is 7,~). ‘We put T2 = T1 LJ {+rl, 72,r4 From 
Theorem 4, Lemma 1,16 and from the definition of 1.2 and r3?, we have T2 G l$n. Let 
c be an arbitrary finite configuration other than 3. It suffices to show that there exists 
6 E T& such that e(c,) = c, where c, is defined as c,( 0) = 1 and c,(i) = 0 for all i + 0. 
Because, since it follows from Lemma 15, (i) of Lemma 16, and from rT1 = 73 that for 
any T E T2 there exists p E Tz such that 7-l = p, this implies that for any 
0 there exists 6’ E ‘“a I”%;u such thiat e’(c’) = c,, so that &‘(c’) = &,) = c. 
from ther : exist cl and ft E (71, r3)* such t es&l) = 0 and cl = 
&W* 
= {O, 1) and 
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Note that, since c # b, we can exclude the case where 1 = 0 and r = 0. For & takes 
ap from CF to CF. We now show that we can assume % f: 0 and 
enerality. Let r4 = [” 1 * O Oc’ 0 1 o 1 (,I. In the case wh,ere E = 0 a 
we put c2 = 71 q(ci). It isI easy to see that c2 is of the form 0100 --. Of 1s. Therefore, 
from Lemma 6 and Theorem 13, there exists & E (7-1, Q}* such that e2(c2) is of the 
form (10) with I # 0 and r # 0. This follows since the substring 100 on the leftmost 
side of c2 and the substring 011 on the rightmost side of it move to the left and to the 
right, respectively, as 7173 is applied to c2 to obtain l&(cz)B In the case where I # 0 and 
r = 0, let 75 = [,“:zyy,“]. And put c2= 7174ci). We can easily see that there exists 
6; E (71, Q}* such that &t (4 takes the form given by* (80) with r! # 0 and r # 0 in a 
similar way to the above case. Therefore in either case there exists 6” E TF such that 
c”(c) takes the form given by (10) with I # 0 and r # 0. Put c3 = c”(c)” Thus, since for 
any r E T2 there exists p E Ti such that 7-l = p, there exists 63 E Tf such that 
64~3) = c. Xence it suffices to show the existence of 6‘1 E Ti such that &(cJ = c3 in 
order to establish the existence of &E T’l such that &,) = c. For we immediately 
have 5354(cp) =c, where 53& E T,‘. In the case where c is of the form (10) with d # 0 
andr#O,weputc3= c. We complete the proof by showing the existence of & E Ti 
such that &/q,) = ~3. Let &f; = 10 0” 1 1, Then we can assume s == 1or 2 because, if 




[ I 0101110’ 711= [ I 011110’ 
011110 011110 
712 = 
[ I 001110’ 713 = i I 010110’ 
[ 
0111100 
7-14 = I 0100110’ 
&E Tz+ is composed of the parallel maps 76, . . . , “r14. r4 transforms c, to c1 as follows. 
To begin with, 76 is applied. Then, if RO(c3) > 3,, then 711712 is applied appropriate 
times. If R&i) C 3, then 787-g is applied appropriate times. Then, Q b7 and QT~ are 
applied appropriately to construct substring &l l . l cl from the right to the left. 
Then 7879 is applied appropriate times. To construct substring ql l l . ~1-1 from the 
left to the right, rilrlo and r11r12 are ap lied appropriately. inally, to cons 
therwise, 714 is applied. Since for any i, 4 S 8’ S d 
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hen lSia3, we can make the neighborhood index simple to obtain the next 
theorem. 
12 3, then TA ‘.X,2, (_5,5), ‘Ir,,:; is strongly cmm -de. 
of this theorem is very much like the proof of the last one and is omitted. 
But we notice that instead of 76 we may use [G :z 81, and that, instea .! of 9-7, we may 
apply 
1 ‘0 0 a2 0 al 1 al 2 0 I ’ [ 0 03 a2 0 4.22 a  a1 l al” l. 1 and[ 0 0 1 0 2 a2 0 al , al q 1, 
appropriately, where al, a2, a3 EC -{O}, al # ~2, arnd LZZ f a3. 
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